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THE MODULES

Emotional Intelligence is the ability to understand and manage our own emotions, and those 
of the people around us.

By understanding Emotional Intelligence we can develop the Habits of Leadership required 
to show up as our best self day in, day out.

MODULE I. Emotional Intelligence

Research suggests that our team’s success has less to do with the competence of each 
of the team members and more to do with the relationships within the team.

This module explores the Habits of Leadership required to enhance team dynamics.

MODULE II. Leading (Successful) Teams

This module builds on our learning around Emotional Intelligence and Leading teams to 
explore what Habits of Leadership are required to best lead change initiatives that empower 
our staff so that change is done with them, rather than to them.

MODULE III. Leading Change

This module will explore ways in which we can utilise coaching, within the context of Modules 
I-III, in order to enhance the effectiveness of our teams and reduce the amount of time we
spend doing other people’s work.

MODULE IV. Leaders as Coaches

These modules can be tailored to suit your needs, and we can deliver keynotes, half or 
full-day seminars or multi-stage professional learning programs.



WHAT ELSE CAN YOUR 
PEOPLE LEARN?
By working with us, your people will learn the insights, 
techniques and habits people need to to thrive, 
professionally and personally. By combining real-life case 
studies, cutting-edge research and a coaching approach it’s 
designed to help people better understand themselves and 
the people around them, so they can be, not only, the 
leader (or parent or partner) they want to be, but the 
person their people need them to be. 

Learn how to:

• let go of the stuff that’s holding you back
professionally and personally

• create the conditions for people to truly engage
• build capacity in others by giving feedback that leads

to learning
• encourage a culture of accountability and ownership
• lead change so that people feel it’s being done with

them, not to them
• have less difficult conversations by having more adult

ones
• learn to act mindfully in the moments that matter

If you have other ideas, feel free to suggest them.

We also offer 1:1 or Team Coaching

You can discuss all your leadership 
development needs with us and we 
ensure we tailor the perfect 
program for you. 
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“

NATALIE PICCININ
Principal

NSW Public Schools

They created immediate ‘Cut Through’ and a lasting high quality impact on
a wideranging group of leaders from the Australian arm of our ASX 20 listed
company. The feedback was the highest for any external contributor over th
epast 7 years. I rarely provide recommendations but am delighted to do so
for Dan Haesler and his tem and would encourage you to explore how they

can work with your organisation to not only improve individual and team
performance, but make an ongoing and lasting impact.

Our school has been fortunate to work with Dan & Tim of Cut Through
Coaching. The workshops and presentations have been dynamic, though

provoking and engaging. Personally, as a school leader working with Dan & Tim
has created opportunity for some genuine deep reflection about myself as a
leader in my school context. I have been empowered with the skills to accept

my strengths and limitations and employ a growth mindset to approach to
make personal changes in my leadership.

“It was definitely the highlight of our training. He (Dan) was able to 
entertain and connect with the audience for the duration. I would 

highly recommend Dan Haesler for future training needs.”



hello@cutthroughhq.com 02 9567 4793

CONTACT OUR TEAM TODAY  
to discuss how we can help you, your team & wider community to thrive.  

CUT THROUGH
COACHING & CONSULTING

OUR PARTNERSHIPS 

Cut Through Coaching & Consulting works across Australia with educational 
organisations, elite sporting bodies and corporate businesses. 

This enables us to share our learning, experiences and insights from a range 
of environments.




